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Multitool MiniSailor NexTool NE20237 (with scissors)
Equip yourself with a multitool that will help you meet your daily challenges. The MiniSailor Multitool by NexTool offers up to 10 practical
functions. You can use it as a scissors, knife, metal file, flat screwdriver, SIM card needle or bottle opener, among others. Despite its wide
range of applications, the product is distinguished by its compact design, so you can always have it with you. It is made of high-quality
materials, which translates into high durability.
 
Versatility in one tool
The NexTool multifunctional tool is distinguished by its great versatility. Scissors and a variety of knives allow for accurate cutting, while
pliers provide reliable clamping. Additional holes make it easy to hang and store the tool, and the built-in bottle opener is great for social
gatherings and outdoor activities.
 
The ultimate in precision
The  NexTool  is  also  perfect  for  tasks  that  require  extreme  precision.  It  features  a  variety  of  screwdrivers,  including  a  flat,  large  and
Phillips screwdriver. A SIM card removal needle and a metal file will also be at your disposal. MiniSailor will become an invaluable support
at home, in the workshop or on the go, providing efficiency in a wide range of applications.
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Elegant design and convenience of use
The tool's delicate casing combines aesthetics and durability. Its compact size allows it to be conveniently carried in a pocket, which is
important  for  those  working  in  different  locations.  Efficient  opening  and  closing  provides  convenience  of  use,  and  the  matte  handle
guarantees a secure grip. With MiniSailor, work will not only become more efficient, but also more enjoyable.
 
Attention to detail
2 combinations of precision gear patterns allow you to customize the grinding process to suit your current needs. In addition, a separate
large screwdriver expands the tool's range of applications, which will be appreciated by those involved in a variety of projects. The tool is
also  distinguished  by  innovation,  evident  in,  among  other  things,  a  practical  hook  for  easy  storage  and  creative  use  to  decorate  the
workspace.
 
High-quality materials
In designing the NexTool,  top-class materials were used. The blade of the knife is  made of 420J2 stainless steel,  which translates into
durability and sharpness. Other components are made of solid steel and aluminum alloy. The combination of these materials translates
into the tool's reliability in a variety of applications, ensuring confident performance in any situation.
 
Manufacturer
NexTool
Model
NE20237
Dimensions after folding
67.2 x 25.3 x 15.5 mm
Weight
87 g ± 5 g
Functions
scissors  /  knife  /  pliers  /  hanging  holes  /  bottle  opener  /  flathead  screwdriver  /  large  screwdriver  /  Phillips  screwdriver  /  card  removal
needle / metal file

Price:

€ 19.00
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